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Erratum for “Geometric Langlands duality
and representations of algebraic groups

over commutative rings”

By I. Mirković and K. Vilonen

Corrections for Section 12

In Section 12 of the article [MV07], we approximate ‹Gκ by finite type

quotients ‹G∗
κ satisfying properties (12.11). One should not have imposed con-

dition (12.11c) as at this point we do not yet know if any finite type quotients‹G∗
κ satisfying it exist. In the text it is erroneously claimed that (12.8) implies

that (‹Gκ)red is of finite type when in reality (12.8) only asserts that (‹Gκ)red is

of finite dimension. However, the argument in the paper goes through without

imposing (12.11c) as follows. We write ‹Gκ = lim←−
‹G∗
κ with the ‹G∗

κ satisfying

(12.11a) and (12.11b) and so that Ťκ → ‹Gκ → ‹G∗
κ is a closed embedding. Then

we have (‹Gκ)red = lim←−(‹G∗
κ)red. At the end of Section 12 it is shown that all

the (‹G∗
κ)red are connected, reductive and isomorphic to Ǧκ. If we have two

finite type quotients ‹G∗
κ and ‹G∗∗

κ of ‹Gκ satisfying (12.11a) and (12.11b) such

that ‹Gκ → ‹G∗∗
κ → ‹G∗

κ, then the induced map (‹G∗∗
κ )red → (‹G∗

κ)red amounts to

a surjective endomorphism of Ǧκ that is an identity on the maximal torus Ťκ.

Such an endomorphism is a unipotent isogeny and, for example, by [PY06, 2.3

Corollary] is an isomorphism. Thus we conclude that (‹Gκ)red = Ǧκ, which

proves (12.6) and thus completes the identification of the group scheme G̃Z
with ǦZ.

Remark. There are a few other places in the paper where things are not

said quite correctly or where the arguments are too brief. These have been

treated in the notes of Pierre Baumann and Simon Riche [BR18].
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